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A NEW PRIESTHOOD?
George A. Kanoti, S.T.D.
Ministers of religion and psychotherapists are two groups of professionals
especially
concerned
with the meaning of human behavior. Like the hoary story of the
two blind men who were directed
to touch opposite parts of an elephant and then were asked to
describe the pachyderm, each has
a different tale to tell. Each professional has a different explana~ion of the meaning and signifICance of human behavior.
T he minister of religion sees the
significance of human behavior in
its relationship to religious fulfillment or salvation. In his eyes behavior which contributes to man's
achievement of religious fulfill-
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ment or salvation is good and desirable; whereas, behavior which
hinders man's attainment of salvation is evil and undesira ble.
T he psychotherapist, on the other
hand, has a different view. He sees
the significance of human behavior
not in terms of its relationship to
religious fulfillment, but in terms
of its relationship to normality,
maturity, or personal fulfill ment.
Behavior which encourages maturity or personal fulfill ment and
expresses normal behavior is
good, appropriate or desirable;
whereas, behavior which prevents
advancement in maturity or personal fulfillment is considere.:l
abnormal, inappropriate or un-
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des irat ':!. Although these 1 ofessiom views of the sign ific< 1ce
of hull' 1 behavior d iffer wit ...:ly,
they ar 'dentical in their ack nowledgeme· that human behavior is
import< , valua ble, and valued.
The .planations of the meaning
of human behavior are
or val'
quite i. ;tinct, despite some overlappi ng in the minds of the profess ion; .., However, the d ifferences
are not as obvious to the nonprofessional. The differences in
values from a religious and a
psychothe rapeutic point of view
do not exist in the mind of the
layman. O rdin ary men, not experts, populate the province of
human behavior. When the question of the value or goodness or
appropriateness of human action
arises, the layman looks fo r ad vice
from the expert. It is usually when
men experience the difficulty of
decision - "What should I do in
this situation?"; " What is the correct thing to do here?" - that they
consul t those experts who m they
judge will a id their behavioral decisions by providing perspectives
on the value or significance of their
behavior. Since most persons do
not seek advice until cr isis occurs,
one only has .to review the most
frequentl y called crisis telephone
numbers to estimate whom our
society considers the expert, the
purveyor of value and wisdom
today.
In the recent past the religious
minister's telephone rang most
consistentl y. T he priest, minister,
or rabbi was considered by most
persons as the savant of value.
When a person sought advice o n
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the r ightness or wrongness of
some activity, he considered consulting, and, freq uently, did seek
out the minister of religion for
advice. Usually, advice readily
was given with greater or lesser
degree of directness on the basis
of the rel igious value system,
philosophy of life, and/or religious
dogma promoted by the minister
of religio n.
Today, a telephone survey of
crisis nu mbers would reveal that
the priest, minister, or rabbi is no
longer considered by most laymen
as the exclusive savant of value.
Various reasons have d irected persons away from religious mi nisters
to psychotherapists for advice. Reasons, such as the unavail ab ility of
ministers, the lack of a personal
confessional affiliation, suspiCion
of religion, etc. account for the
recent movement away fro m the
religious minister to the psychotherap ist.
But, the most impor tant reason
fo r this movement is that of professional competency. 1 Since the
psychotherapist has professional
c redentia ls to deal w ith hu man
behavioral problems such as excessive masturbation, compulsive
stea ling, drug abuse, obsessive
thoughts, promiscuity, gu ilt, anxiety, etc., the troubled person looks
to him fo r help. Ironically, religious ministers themselves have encouraged th is movement by directing
their
parishioners
or
counselees
to
psychotherapists.
Both the minister and his troub led
counselee have a pragmatic viewpoin t; they are happy to engage
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someone who has the compete ncy
to move the disturbi ng behavior
problem closer to some sort of
solution .
Al most without real ization the
psychot herapist finds himself cast
in the role of interpreter of life
and the proclai mer of the meaning
a nd significance of hu man life.
T he structure of the therapeutic
relatio nship provides the psychotherapist with the smooth, if
re luctantl y taken, path to becoming the savant of value for many
in our society. The intimate nature of the therapeutic relationship
accelerates the movement of psychotherapists into this role. When
a person approaches a psychotherapist for help, he is asking for
assistan ce in removing the effects
of stress and debilitating anxiety.
As soon as the psychotherapist
accepts the person as a patient, a
profess io na l agreement is entered
into. The troubled patient asks
fo r help a nd offers remuneration
to the psychotherapist fo r his
responsible use of his skills and
knowledge to remoVe or reduce
the
person's
anxieties
and,
ho pefully, for his assistance in
improving the person's life-style.
However, as the therapy begins,
the dyn amics of psychotherapy and
the patient's needs move the relationship beyond the ostensible
ter ms o f the professional agreement, i.e. , remuneration for removal of a nxiety.
The patient asks the psychotherapist to help him change his
li fe. He wants the psychotherapist
to help hi m reduce, remove, or at
least ma ke tolerable the anxiety
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pr, ucing r lements of I
life.
N( surprisingly, these ; ns are
precsely the professio r
goals
·move,
of psyc hotherapy:
to
.Irbing
modif) . or retard the
posibehavior and to encour
which
tive personality changl
Itudes
are expressed both in ne"'
and in new behavior. 2 T L 1greement is quite accepta bl to all
parties.
As the specifics of thera; .• clarify,
the question of value appears.
Stress and anxiety are clot hed
in s pecific behavior. The effects
of tension and anxiety reveal themselves in a person's behavior. Usua ll y, th is behavioral manifestation
of stress moves a person to seek
help. He cannot handle the stress
and his life begins to center on ineffective attempts to control the
ma nifestations of stress, i.e., the
severe irritability, anger, compuls ive behavior, paranoiac feelings, etc.
Even the classic Freudian "free
floating" anxiety occurs in specific
behavior. Its "free floating" quality
indicates that the anxious feelings
cannot be linked to any specific
event or cause ; it is free floating.
Nonetheless, the
person
who
experiences free floating anxiety
exper iences its impact in his behavior. He is anx ious both in his
re flective moments and in his
active interpersonal moments. The
anxiety is radiated and other react to it. The realization that others
sense the anxiety makes the experience of the anxiety even greater.
T he specific problem that thv
psychotherapist and the patient
face is to decide what must be done

'
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to cha ~e the sequence of anx ·ty.
T hey 1 1st determine not on! ~ the
source ,f the anxiety, but also,
what ~ c ific attitudes or behavio r
itself I' .;t be changed . The patient
asks t
psychotherapist to he lp
him d .de and effectively execute
what t st be done to relieve or remove 1e anxiety itself and the
be hav1 , motivated by the anxiety.
Thus, : he psychotherapeutic relations h. ,1 produces a decisio n
situation.
Any responsible decision involves
j udgment, a weighing and estimating of possible alternatives. The
advantages and disad vantages of
each alternative must be reviewed
a nd evaluated . In the psychotherapeutic relationship the object
of the decision is the attitude and
be havior of the patient. A decision
must be made about the appropriateness of these attitudes and
behavior patterns which are producing an xiety in the patient. In
the process of judgment the question of value, the meaning and
significance of human behavior,
becomes a paramount issue. The
psychotherapist must take a position on the value of human behavior in general and the meaning
a nd significance o f the specific attitudes a nd behavior of his patient,
if he hopes to assist the patient
to cha nge the anxiety sequence.
In other words, in order to make
the judgment of a ppro priateness
the psychotherap ist must employ
a norm or criteria of appropriateness. Despite the discla imers of objectivity and non-personal involvement in the therapeutic relationship,
the
psychothera pist

does employ values in the therap)
and, in fact, does communicatl
these to the patient either in a r
overt or covert way.
The psycho therapists are be·
co ming the purveyors of value
in our society. They are fulfilling
the role of interpreter of life and
exposer of the significance of human existence. It is interesting
to note that psychologists, psychiatrists, and psychothera pists a rc
normally considered for membershi p on various presidentia l commissions which study such diversc
moral and ethica l questions as
pornography, dr ug usage, racial
imbalance,
campus
disorders.
Hardl y any commtsswn would
consider finishing its hearings
without calling in psycho logists
for their o pinion. Since psychotherapists are professiona l reviewe rs and students of human behavior, the public looks to them
fo r guida nce or their considered
o pinion on controverted issues.
Even when their opinion is rejected , it is significant that the ir
o pinion is sought.
It is evide nt that the values the
psychotherapists convey individually and collectively are either highl y
individualized, i.e., the persona l
value system developed by each
therapist, or, reflective of the theoretical positions taken toward
the value and meaning of man
contained in the particula r psyc hotherapeutic approach employed
b::( the therapist. For example,
the dynamic therapist who employs conve rsation and reflection
in his technique a Ia Freud has
as the goal of therapy the self

ac tualization of the patient. The
value of specific behavior, be it
adu ltery,
fo rn ication,
stealing,
aggressive behavior is measured
by the way it serves the clie nt's
discovering himself or the way it
withholds such d iscovery.
T he behavioral the rap ist, on the
other ha nd, employs a differe nt
the rapeutic approach. He uses
the learning procedures develo ped
by men such as Pavlov, B. F. Sk inner, etc. The goal of behavioral
therapy is to remove by conditioned
response
techniques
whatever
behavior is considered by the
therapist and the pa tient as ina ppropriate. Brie fly, the personal
mora l values of the psychotherapist
a nd the ethical implications of the
therapeutic tec hnique he uses fo rm
the ethical standa rds by whic h
the therapist answers the patient's
questions about the attitudes he
should adopt and t he specific behavior he should chan ge.3
The therapist communicates in
1 bvious and more subtle ways the
i nportance of life, the value of
life and behavior. The patie nt
finds in the psychotherapist a new
priest who inter prets life fo r him
and assists him in his choice of
attitudes and be havio r. Perry Lo ndon's observation in his The Modes
and Morals of Psych otherapy tha t
the psychotherap ist more than a ny
other professiona l fulfills a role
like that of a minister of religio n
seems to be quite accurate. 4
Although the other value professions, especially religious ministry,
may experience pangs of professional jealousy and fear of profes-

sic
irre ~evancy,
the r 'Jvious
cot 'rn of people for gui nee in
va l is encouraging. It is . 1ealthy
sign 1 any society to wi tt ss people s ' k ing a d vice for e 1e rts in
the area of human behavi<.) However, thi ;; swing in the savants of
value from the re ligious minister
to the psychotherapist does raise
some important questions.
Primary is the question o f the
norm or cri terion of appropriateness that the therapist e mploys
in the therapeutic relatio nship.
As indicated above, the no rm is
e ither a composite of personal mora l
values built up by the individ ual
therapist fro m his childhood experiences, religious dedication, personal
reflections, and cl inical
experiences; or, built upon the
values implicit in the theoretica l
presuppositions of the therapy he
employs. In either case the construction of value positiOns is
ha phaza rd at best. Few psychotherapists have for mall y studi ed
the science of value and consequently, a re cqnveying values
that they do not fully comprehend.
It would do little good merely
to suggest that a rapproac hment
be initiated
between
psychotherapists and ministers of re ligion . Many psychotherapists either
do not appreciate re ligious terminology or its presuppositions or
fi nd the lack of empirical evidence
in the ra tionale for religious values
a major stumbling block to d is .. ussion. On the opposite side of the
coin, many ministers of religion
have difficulties with the ter .
minology a nd the theoretical basi:
of muc h psychotherapy. Another
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as well as their responsibility in
solution must be sought.
®_
communicating
value.
The :!utral ground lies in a r ·cher di r tion. Both the rel i ~· ous
ministe a nd the psychothe1 ,1pist REFERENC ES:
I. C. Marshall Lowe, Value Orientations
can f1 :
a common term inology
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and ~·- 1istication in value conChandler Publ. Co., San Francisco,
structi
and communication if
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they c ,>se themselves to the field
of et. · ' · Since psychotherapists 2. L. R. Walberg, The Technique of Psychotherapy , Grune& Stratton,N. Y .,
are i1 :·.tct in the area of value
1954, p . 3.
com m,· .cation, an organized review u ethical theories and tradi- 3. For a fu ller treatment of the ethical
implications of psychotherapy see:
tions w,,uld greatly assist them in
G . Kanoti, " Ethical Implications in
the process of judgment involved
Psychotherapy," J. of R eligion and
in therapy. It would also make
Health, 10(1971 ) #2, pp. 180- 191.
them more conscious of the im- 4. Perry London, Modes and Morals of
Psychotherapy, Holt, Rinehart &
portance of their clinical observaWinston, N.Y., 1964, p. 163.
tion to the furthering of value study

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND
ANNUAL MEETING of the
NATIONAL FEDERATION of
CATHOLIC PHYSICIANS' GUILDS
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In this paper I wa nt to express
some of my thoughts on the Catholic chaplaincy in a public mental
hospital . They are my personal
thoughts and are the result of reflection on a chaplaincy which
lasted for over twenty years. I
shall set forth my ideas in the form
of answers to seven questions:

I. Why should a mental hospital have its own chaplain?
II. Should a chaplain have
special training?
II I. Should a chaplain practice
psychotherapy?
IV. May a Catholic chaplain
minister to non-Catholics?
V . Who should pay the chaplain, and how much?
VI. Wl:tere should the chaplain
live?
VII. What kind of priest makes
a good chaplain?

*

*

I. Why should a mental hospital
have its own Catholic chaplain'?
It is generally agreed that a person is a n integral whole. You cannot really separate his life into
various separate compartments:
physical, emotional, intellectual,
and spiritual. Each of these
"phases" affects the others. The
mental hospital attempts to pro-

Sheraton Gibson Hotel
Cincinnati, Ohio
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SOME THOUGHTS .,F A·RETIRED
MENTAL HOSPITJ\~.. CHAPLAIN

vide for the total care of the patient. The specialists in the various
disciplines arc sometimes referred
to as a team, because they all work
together for the good of the patient, not because they all do the
same things. The chaplain, of
course, is a specialist in religion.
It would be a mistake to ignore
the resources of religion in trying
to bring about a cure of the mentally ill.
There are certain unique contributions that a priest can make to
the welfare of the patients. The
most obvious is, of course, the administration of the sacraments,
especially Confession, Holy Communion, and the Anointing of the
Sick. A local parish priest could
be called in to administer them.
But it stands to reas,on that he would
recognized. The R oman collar
gives us priests a great advantage.
Whether people see us from the
front or from the back, whether
they know us personally or not,
they are aware of the presence of
a priest.
Most Catholics -and many nonCatholics - are " prejudiced" in
favor of priests. They expect them
to be friendly. Sometimes they
are disappointed, but that does
not prevent them from g1vmg
the next priest the benefit of th ~
doubt. There are probably two rea
sons for that. One is that they
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